
 

Anaerobic  threshold.  

For many years there has been debate about what would be the best way to improve the 

threshold Anaerobic in distance corridors, and to a great extent the great debate focuses on each 

training.  

Various studies have been carried out in this regard, since in the middle of the 30's last century 

began to use interval training for the preparation of runners background and half a background, 

without until now it has been possible to establish precisely if the improvement of that factor is 

greater in beginner runners when only workouts are used continuous or when fractional methods 

are used in corridors of the same level. It is questionable to consider that it can improve that 

quality in corridors of resistance only to through continuous and long-term workouts, as well as 

questionable pretend to improve it by performing only intervals and brief repetitions, using a 

metabolism different from the one used for its improvement.  

Apparently there must be an optimal intensity, in runners who are prepared to compete and that 

at intervals close to the pace of competition, approximately 85% of VO2Max improvements in 

performance have been found, which is very important to consider when preparing the athletes So 

it can be found in most of the specialized literature, and by the opinion of various coaches in the 

area could suggest that the workload corresponding to the threshold Anaerobic can be maintained 

in highly trained individuals for about an hour. Particularly I usually make a test among my 

students to  determine their different training areas and in that way to be able to prescribe that 

type of training, since any major variation in the race pace can interfere with running in a another 

training zone which would positively or negatively affect its performance, maximum when training 

at such precise intensities. 

For the above and based on what the literature suggests about it, in my experience staff as a 

runner and coach, in the opinion of some coaches friends and what discussed on repeated 

occasions with my colleagues Federico Pisani and Daniel Cordero in our meetings with coffee to 

share experiences and information about how to develop the Anaerobic threshold and other 

issues related to training for runners, I conclude in that factor, which is perfectible and of great 

importance for distance runners and with higher level, it can be improved with continuous training 

at equal or slightly intensities less than the same threshold with a duration of 30-45 min, or 

fractional training that in total accumulate one 40 to 50 minutes at the intensity mentioned. 

 


